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Abstract—Multilevel modeling is an approach to model-driven
engineering (MDE) in which the number of metamodel levels is
not fixed. In this paper, we present and discuss the application of
multilevel software modeling to the development of geographic
information systems (GIS), and its potential benefits. Different
GIS applications may provide different features and functions,
but they all share a set of common concepts (regarding spatial
data types, operations, services, etc.), common architecture, and
a common set of technologies. Although we do not present a
complete set of models, we present representative parts of that
set (spatial networks, territory decomposition, and trajectories)
that, when compared with previous work on MDE applied to
GIS, support our proposal that multilevel modeling can provide
more benefits to GIS development than just applying a more
traditional two-level MDE approach.
Index Terms—Model-driven engineering, multilevel software
modeling, geographic information systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model-driven engineering (MDE) is an approach to software development in which models play a central and active
role, far beyond just describing the system. In MDE, models
describe the software system and are artifacts that can be
processed to be successively and automatically transformed
into models at lower levels of abstraction, and, finally, into
the source code of the system [1], [2]. A common approach
to MDE is based on the OMG’s1 model-driven architecture
(MDA)2 , which defines four layers: computational independent models, platform independent models, platform-specific
models, and system code. The OMG also defined a standard
for meta-object facility (MOF), that defines the way to create
domain-specific modeling languages (DSML), usually, through
meta-modeling based on two levels of abstraction.
A promising trend within MDE is that of multilevel software modeling [3]–[5]. In contrast to a more “traditional”
approach, multilevel modeling does not constrain the number
of metamodel levels, so the designer could use the number
of levels that better fit a particular domain. This approach
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aims at simplifying the complexity of the models through the
separation of specific domain concepts that can be modeled at
several levels. Multilevel modeling solves some drawbacks and
restrictions that can occur in the traditional two-level modeling
[6]. As explained in [7], many modeling languages for this
purpose have been proposed and, although they are different
in some elements, they all share common features, such as
considering that all classes at any level are also objects, and
allowing for deferred instantiation of attributes.
De Lara et al. present in [6] a research work focused
on when and how to use multilevel modeling in software
development. The authors mention that “unfortunately, there
are scarce applications of multilevel modeling in realistic
scenarios [. . . ]”. After analyzing a large set of metamodels
from different sources, they identified many domains in which
a multilevel approach could be more beneficial than a twolevel approach, and they also identified a set of patterns where
multilevel modeling may bring advantages.
In this paper, we present and discuss the idea of applying
multilevel modeling to the development of geographic information systems, and we present a preliminary proposal of a
set of models that show, based on comparison with previous
works, the advantages that this approach may bring when
compared with a two-level approach.
A geographic information system (GIS) is an information
system in which some or many of the entities it manages
have a spatial component that defines them in the space and
plays a central role in their processing. GIS are present in
many application domains. Without the intention of being
exhaustive, the most typical applications include maps and
road network applications, transportation and logistics, or
territory administration, for example. Although different GIS
applications have a different purpose and implement different
functionalities, they all share a common set of concepts, such
as geometries, coordinate systems, layers, maps, and spatial
operations, and they also share a common architecture, and a
set of typical structures, as we will see later in this article.
In previous works [8], [9], we have addressed the development of web-based GIS applications applying a combination
of the software product line engineering (SPLE) and MDE
approaches. From the perspective of MDE, we followed a twolevel approach, that is, we defined a very generic metamodel
with the most common elements in a GIS, which allowed us
to create a model that was finally transformed into the code

of a working system. That previous experience has allowed
us to reformulate the development of GIS systems with MDE
following a multilevel approach.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: In Section II
we present background and related work, including a brief
description of the main elements of a GIS, and a summary
of previous work on applying a two-level MDE approach for
their development. In Section III we present our proposal
for developing GIS under a multilevel modeling approach.
Although we do not present a complete set of metamodels and
models of the domain, we present the most abstract levels and
three examples of lower levels that show the benefits that can
be obtained with this approach. Finally, Section IV presents
a discussion on our proposal, the work we are currently
undertaking, and lines for future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. A brief description GIS development
Geographic information systems is a field focused on information systems with geospatial characteristics and capabilities
that allow us to represent and manipulate knowledge regarding
geographical information [10]. GIS were traditionally used by
some organizations, such as public institutions, for territorial
administration, but since the major advances happened in
communication technologies, more and more companies and
organizations in many fields and domains are adopting GIS
solutions to improve their workflows. Some fields in which
using a GIS solution seems mandatory nowadays are, for
example, warehouse logistics, in order to plan the routes in
the most efficient way; public transportation, to know which
lines are overused or underused, and to decide how to change
them accordingly; or even social networks, since knowing
the position of the users and their publications enhance the
information they collect to improve their algorithms, or to
enrich the data that afterwards is used by ad services.
Regardless of the area of application or the purpose of each
GIS, these systems share most of the features among them,
such as digitizing geographic data, viewing geolocated data in
map viewers, the common tools related to maps (from panning
and zooming to measuring dimensions or objects within the
map, or sorting the different layers), route calculation, etc.
Even more, GIS have been around for some time [11] and
during the first decades each GIS development was totally
independent of the rest, and even when the functional features
provided by the systems were quite similar, the concepts
behind GIS, such as the definition of what is a polygon, were
different among several systems. But nowadays this situation
has changed thanks to two organizations, ISO/TC 2113 and
OGC4 , which have defined a set of evolving standards related
to all levels of GIS. Therefore, nowadays GIS not only
share the functional features but also the models, procedures,
services, and even the architecture.
3 International Organization for Standardization committee on Geographic
information/Geomatics: https://committee.iso.org/home/tc211
4 The Open Geospatial Consortium: http://www.opengeospatial.org/

For example, the standard ISO 19107: Geographic Information - Spatial Schema [12] defines all the geographic data
types, such as Point, Line, Polygon, or Sphere, and all the GIS
related operations, such as the predicates intersects, overlaps,
or within a specified distance. OGC also defines a set of
web services that are widely used and supported by map
servers and map viewers. Some of the most important ones are
web map service [13] or web feature service [14]. Regarding
architecture, the standard ISO 19119: Geographic Information
- Services [15] identifies architecture patterns for service
interfaces and the relationship between them, proposes a
geographic services architecture, and provides some guidelines
for the selection and specification of geographic services.
These standards are followed by most GIS software assets
and therefore most GIS applications are quite similar. In the
case of web-based GIS applications, the similarities affect even
to the specific software assets used, since most of them are
widely popular such as GeoServer, a map server that provides
most of the standard services, or OpenLayers and Leaflet, two
map viewer libraries.
Even with the use of common software assets to build
similar applications regarding features, GIS applications are
usually developed “from scratch” with the help of these tools
and libraries, which means low productivity, long time-tomarket, and high costs, specially in the maintenance and
evolution stages. However, it remains clear due to all the
exposed above that GIS is a more than adequate field to apply
techniques of semi-automatic software development.
B. An MDE+SPLE approach for GIS
In [8], [9] we have already considered the application of
automated software development to the GIS domain and we
proposed an architecture and a tool for this purpose combining
SPLE and MDE approaches.
Software product lines engineering is a field that pursues
the industrialization in software development by applying
the same processes that were carried out in the factories
industrialization, such as reusing components and assembling
specific products from a selection of features from the whole
set supported. This whole set of features supported by a
product family is represented by feature models [16]. The first
step in order to apply SPLE techniques to GIS is to analyze
different GIS products and extract the set of possible features
of these products, classifying these features into common
features or variability. Each one of these features has to be
implemented with a software asset or component. In fact, most
of the features related to processing geographic information,
such as importing a shapefile5 or geocoding postal addresses,
are implemented in encapsulated components that provide
interfaces and that can be used “as they are” independently
of the domain or the particular product, maybe with small
variations such as supported file formats or using Google Maps
5 Shapefile
reference:
shapefiles.htm
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Fig. 1. Tool architecture

geocoding6 or OpenStreetMaps Nominatim7 . Therefore, from
a specification of the features to be included in the system,
we can build the application combining and configuring the
components related to those features.
Although the features and components are common to the
family of GIS products, there is one caveat: the data model
depends on the particular domain and, even when there are
some models that appear frequently, it is required that each
product is defined by means of the data it should support with
total flexibility. The only difference between the data model in
GIS and other applications is that in GIS we need geographic
data types.
Generating code from models was addressed with modeldriven engineering, so we defined a metamodel to specify how
the data model of the products of our family is described.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of our tool for the automatic
generation of GIS using SPLE and MDE. In the metamodel
level, our design combines two metamodels: the first one
defines the entities of the GIS domain, allowing to model
entities with a geographic component and the relations between them; the second one is a feature model [16] which
contains the features that we can select for a specific product
and the set of constraints between them. In order to generate
a product, these metamodels are instantiated into models,
defining both the data model and the selection of features of a
particular system. These two models combined are the system
specification, which in our case is represented by a JSON
document. This specification is processed by the derivation
and code generation engine that finally generates the source
code of a working system.
Our tool, and the metamodels it handles are very flexible and
complete, and they allow us to define GIS applications for any
domain. For example, if we need to develop a product handling
public resources, we can define entities representing hospitals
and other kinds of medical centers, education buildings such as
universities or schools, the public bus transportation network,
the sections of a water supply network, etc.
However, this design following the two-level modeling
approach has some caveats which, as we describe in Section III, can be solved by applying a multilevel approach.
6 Google
Maps
geocoding:
https://developers.google.com/maps/
documentation/geocoding/intro
7 OSM Nominatim: https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org/

For example, let us assume we need to develop a GIS that
allows a city manager to handle the road networks, the public
transportation networks and also the electricity, water, and
telecommunication supply networks. As we will see in the next
section, all these networks share the same structure, although
they may differ in specific attributes of the network elements.
Our proposal shows that applying a multilevel approach allows
us to metamodel, at an intermediate level, the most common
GIS structures, so we can use these structures to make simpler
models in the lower level.
III. D EVELOPING GIS WITH A M ULTILEVEL M ODELLING
A PPROACH
In this section, we present a proposal for the development
of GIS under a multilevel modeling approach. We do not
present a complete set of metamodels of this domain, but
three representative scenarios within the domain of GIS-based
applications that illustrate the benefits that could be obtained
from this solution in real developments: spatial networks,
territory administration, and trajectories.
Lara et al., in [6], have identified a series of metamodeling
patterns that benefit when multilevel metamodeling is used.
Some of these patterns appear in the examples we present
next, such as the Type-Object Pattern [17], which explicitly
models both types and instances to allow adding dynamically
new types; the Relation-Configurator Pattern, which allows
defining types of relationships that can be instantiated at lower
levels of the model according to the configuration required; or
the Dynamic features pattern [18], which allows dynamically
adding characteristics to an instance of a certain type.
A. Spatial Networks
Spatial networks are a fundamental structure in GIS. Most
domains require modeling and processing different types of
networks. The most common are transport networks, such
as those representing roads, railways, or flight highways,
and resource distribution networks, such as electrical supply,
telecommunications, or water supply networks.
A network is composed of nodes and edges. Each node
has an identifier and a location, which is represented using a
Point geometry. The edges of the network are defined by the
two nodes they connect. If the edge is directed, one node plays
the role of the source, and the other plays the role of the target.

Fig. 2. Modeling multilevel Networks.

In most cases, edges are spatially defined by a Line geometry,
that is, a string of connected sections of straight lines.
Although both nodes and edges can have different attributes
for networks of a different nature (for example, roads vs. electricity), the structure of the networks is always the same. In the
two-level MDE solution presented in [8], [9] we could define
both road and electricity networks by defining the classes
composing those network structures and their attributes, but
we would have to repeat the network structure for each of the
networks we would need. That is, if our application needed
to manage road networks and electricity networks to manage
the relationship between them, we would have to “repeat” the
definition of node and edge classes for both networks.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show a multilevel solution for
modeling networks, with three levels. In the meta-level @2
we define meta-classes that represent basic elements of any
GIS application, such as types of geometries, which allow
us to describe different elements within a map. The content
of the metamodel in meta-level @2 defines the concepts of
Geometry, which can be a Point, MultiPoint, Line,
MultiLine, Polygon, or MultiPolygon. It also defines
that all spatial entities must have an attribute geometry that
represents their shape and location in the space.
These meta-classes are instantiated at the meta-level @1 to
model the basic structure of any network. As we can see in
this level, Nodes are spatial entities for which the geometry
is a point. In addition, all nodes must have an identifier and a
description. Edges are spatial entities too, but their geometry
is a line string. In addition, edges have two associated nodes
(source and target). These classes define a generic structure
for a network, independently of the nature of either the nodes
or edges.
In the model in level @0 we show two examples of
networks. Although we do not show additional attributes in
the figure, in this level we could add any attribute necessary
for either nodes or edges. For example, we could need to store
the speed limit and pavement type for each edge of the road

Fig. 3. Modeling multilevel Networks.

Fig. 4. Modeling multilevel Trajectory.

network. In the case of the electricity distribution networks,
we could add attributes that allow us to store data about
the equipment deployed at each node (electricity stations,
transformation centers, etc.)

B. Trajectories
A growing trend in many GIS applications is the representation and analysis of trajectory data. The trajectories are
geometric places through which a moving body transits. There
are several scenarios in the real world in which it is required
to represent different types of trajectories, some examples are
hurricane trajectories, maritime trends, or animal migration
monitoring.
In Figure 4, we present a meta-model to represent trajectory
types. The meta-level @2 is the same as in the case of spatial
networks (see Figure 2). At the meta-level @1, we model
a trajectory as a meta-class that is composed of a set of
sections that use a Geometry specific type, a Line. In
the example shown in the level @0, we create a shipping
trajectory instance, as we could create any other trajectory we
needed without replicating the structure and basic attributes of
a trajectory.
C. Territory Administration
One of the scenarios of GIS-based applications is the
management of data on the territorial and urban order. In
this context, one of the representations is the geographic
delimitation on spaces and territories, both rural and urban.
Typically, the structure of the territory for administrative
purposes follows a composite pattern. For example, a country
is usually divided into states or autonomous regions, which
can be further divided into counties or provinces, which can
be divided into municipalities, which can be divided into
even smaller territory units. Depending on the domain needs,
different territory divisions may be necessary. For example,
municipal territory plans in Spain structure the space into
regions with different building permissions, which are further
divided into properties. As it happened in the case of the

spatial networks, all territory decompositions have the same
structure, they all follow a composite pattern, but different
applications, or even within the same application, different
territory decomposition schemes may be needed.
In Figure 5 we present the multilevel modeling on this
domain. The meta-level @2 is the same as in the two previous
scenarios (see Figure 2). In the meta-level @1 we define
the structure of the meta-model that allows the generation of
administrative-territorial divisions. At level @0 we create the
general model to organize hierarchies of administrative units.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented three scenarios that show that GIS
development could benefit from the application of a multilevel
approach. If compared with the two-level approach presented
in [8], [9], the multilevel approach provides a simpler, more
flexible, and more understandable solution. In addition, defining the models at the lowest level of abstraction would require
less effort, since we would not need to repeat structures that
could be moved to upper levels.
The European Parliament and of the Council of The European Union approved on 2007 the Directive 2007/2/EC
establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the
European Community (INSPIRE). One of the results of INSPIRE are technical guidelines (called Data Specifications8 )
that specify common data models to achieve interoperability
of spatial data sets and services across Europe. As an example,
INSPIRE defines a generic application schema for networks9
that provides basic types that are supposed to be extended
in other data specifications. Particularly, the data specification for transport networks10 , which covers road networks,
rail networks, water networks, air transport, and cableways
networks, is defined using the basic types described in the
generic application schema for networks. Therefore, this is a
clear example of a problem where multilevel modeling is wellsuited. Considering that INSPIRE defines data specifications
for 34 themes, the usefulness of multilevel modeling is clear.
We are currently completing the set of meta-models/models
we presented in this article to come up with a more complete
solution. The models presented in this paper were not created
following a formal modeling language since their purpose was
discussing the potential benefits of multilevel modeling in this
domain. Future work in this line will study the different multilevel modeling languages, and how they fit the needs of this
domain. Finally, we plan to develop a complete platform for
generating GIS applications based on the modeling solution.
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